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Abstract

The purpose of the study was to investigate and discover the facts about the challenges of female entrepreneurs who are the owners of bed and breakfasts and guesthouses in Mthatha, and to find out whether these challenges have an impact in their business performance. By way of using a semi-structured survey, women who own guesthouses and bed and breakfast establishments were targeted by way of a purposive snowball sampling technique. The primary data collected indicated that female-entrepreneurs in Mthatha face a number of challenges including limited access to finance, seasonality, balancing work and family life, corruption/bribery, poor infrastructure, inability to attend seminars and workshops to network, poor customer service and lack of awareness to the required training/skills to function effectively. However, such women remain resilient to the aforementioned challenges, largely motivated by such factors linked to flexibility, the quest to remain independent and the belief in the opportunity and financial incentives that their operation represents. This study has implications for entrepreneurship and economic growth in South Africa and how vulnerable businesses including women’s require continuous support from government and private sector to remain competitive and economically sustainable.
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Introduction

According to Acheampong (2015), the importance of tourism to the Eastern Cape Province in South Africa in particular cannot be over-emphasized in view of the fact that it is one of the poorest and least developed provinces in South Africa, with very poor record of delivery of municipal services such as water, sewerage, sanitation, electricity, housing, roads and many others. According to the South African Statistician General, the current unemployment level of the Eastern Cape Province stands at 34.4 per cent, by the middle of 2017, which is higher than the national average of 27.7 per cent (Lehohla, 2017). There is also an intolerable degree of poverty that constitutes one of the biggest problems facing the Eastern Cape government (Acheampong, 2015:744). It is in view of this situation that according to the Eastern Cape Socio-Economic Consultative Council (ECSECC) (2009), tourism, which is relatively underdeveloped in the province, is seen to have the potential to enhance the province’s...
developmental trajectory due to the natural and man-made attractions it is endowed - scenic natural beauty, climate, events, cultural and heritage attractions, and the rapidly developing tourism infrastructure like accommodation, security and better-trained staff to handle or deliver the product. Considering the huge potential of tourism in the province and the associated enormous spin-offs, the development of the industry is increasingly crucial for the economic transformation of the province (ECSECC, 2009).

Mthatha, the third largest city in the Eastern Cape after Port Elizabeth and East London, is situated in the north-eastern part of the Province and the largest city in the area. It is situated right in the heart of the former Bantustan region of Transkei on the Wild Coast tourism region of the Eastern Cape. Mthatha is the administrative centre for the provincial, district and local governments of Eastern Cape Provincial Government, Oliver Reginald Tambo District and King Sabata Dalindyebo Local Municipalities in the north eastern part of the Eastern Cape (Hlanyane, 2016). The city also boasts of a university and other facilities such as an airport, and road networks that link it to some of the major metropolitan cities of Johannesburg, Cape Town and Durban. Consequent to all these positive factors for development, urbanisation and its concomitant maladies, such as poverty, unemployment, disease, and illiteracy, poor record of municipal services, decay of infrastructure, and other socio-economic ills are endemic (Acheampong, 2011; 2015). Besides tourism, there is a hype of activities, including government-related administrative activities, academic, commerce and business in this region. Mthatha benefits largely from the immense potential of tourism in the Wild Coast region of the Province, because of its relatively acceptable tourism infrastructure that supports the industry. It is about an hour’s drive to Port St John’s, Coffee Bay, Hole-in-the-Wall, Isilaka and Mkambati Game and Nature Reserves, some of the hot tourism destinations in the Province (Acheampong, 2001). These destinations attract both international and domestic tourists throughout the year, thus supporting the economy of the region. According to the Eastern Cape Socio-Economic Consultative Council (ECSECC) (2017:96), a total of 201,000 made up of 190,000 domestic and 10,600 international tourists visited King Sabata Dalindyebo Local Municipality in 2016. Mthatha is political and socio-economic hub of this local municipality.

However, one of the major problems the tourism industry faces in Mthatha is accommodation in terms quality and quantity. There are only four major hotels that offer accommodation and conference facilities, ranging in quality from three to four stars. These hotels are Garden Court, Savoy Green Park (all three-star), and Mayfair (a four-star) with capacities of only 117, 101, 48 and 96 rooms respectively. The rooms offered by these hotels are woefully inadequate, hence, the growing number of Bed & Breakfast, self-catering and guesthouse establishments in the city.

Previously the entrepreneurship sector was mainly dominated by males, but recent studies show that there is an increase in the number of females who are starting businesses (Forbes 2013). This could be attributed to the fact that days when the “place of woman was in the kitchen” is drawing to a close. Females are striving to become active participants in the world economies and bread winners of their families. Even though the number of female-entrepreneurs is rapidly rising, they are still outnumbered by men, especially in certain fields (Keating, 2012) like tourism and hospitality. Despite the visible participation of women in starting business ventures, they have to face a lot of challenges and overcome a number of barriers to become successful in their ventures. They have to deal with discrimination and bias, social and cultural attitudes and lack of education and training (Chinomona & Maziriri, 2015). According to Chordiya (2013:390), male domination in service sectors, illiteracy among rural women, lack of information, assistance and lack of infrastructure are some of the challenges that are faced by female-entrepreneurs in venturing into business. Nieman and Niewenhuizen (2009:39) identified limited access to financial resources, lack of support structures, balancing business and family responsibilities, negative prevailing socio-cultural
attitudes, gender discrimination and bias, lack of training and education and personal difficulties are some of challenges faced by female-entrepreneurs.

Tourism and hospitality is considered to be one of the largest and fastest growing industry in the world (Raftopoulos, 2010). Tourism and hospitality trends are changing constantly through creation of new products, outside the usual sun, sea and sand (SSS), for example, township tourism, cultural tourism, adventure tourism, and accommodation services, such as bed & breakfasts, self-catering, guesthouses and lodges. As the industry grows, certain challenges threaten its progress. Entrepreneurs who run guesthouses and bed and breakfasts (B&B’s) face a daunting challenge of competing with well-resourced big hotel chains (Business Partners, 2009). The industry is facing a supply and demand challenge of staff, as the demand for staff far outstrips supply (South Africa Good News [SAGN], 2007).

Most of the accommodation facilities are owned by male-entrepreneurs. Yet in South Africa women make-up approximately half of the country’s workforce and they play crucial role in the development of the economy (EOY, 2012). According to Van der Merwe (2015) and Ofie (2015), in South Africa, women represent 50 percent of the total population and their businesses play specific roles in stimulating economic growth and job creation. Although there is an increase in the number of female-owned businesses in South Africa, Symanowitz (2015) reveals that women entrepreneurs occupy only 38 percent of the entrepreneurship sector in the country. Even though efforts have been made to bridge the gap between male- and female-entrepreneurs, and the gap continues to widen (Tsele, 2015). Tsele (2015) quoting from Entrepreneurship Monitor’s Statistics of 2012 shows that only 6.2 percent of South African women are involved in entrepreneurship, dropping by 2.8 percent from the previous year (2013) which was 9 percent. Women often venture into entrepreneurship with little resources available to them and the result is that they are more likely to go into small scale industries such as retail or services sectors, where the cost and the growth potential of entry is low (Mauchi, Mutengezanwa and Damiyano, 2014).

This study was conducted in order to investigate challenges faced by female-entrepreneurs in the tourism and hospitality industry, specifically in the accommodation sector of bed and breakfast and guesthouse operations in Mthatha, and how these challenges are being managed to improve their performance in this industry. The tourism and hospitality industry is one of the biggest economic sectors in the world and an important source of revenue (Chon & Maier, 2009: 9). Hence it is vital to explore the challenges facing female-entrepreneurs in this sector and how these challenges can be addressed in order to improve their business performance, not only in accommodation, but other sectors of the tourism and hospitality industry.

Concept of entrepreneurship

Entrepreneurship is the means of establishing new businesses and bringing new products and services to the market. Different authors interpret entrepreneurship differently, and it will be proper to sample a few of the definitions. Kuratko and Hodggetts (2007:47) define entrepreneurship as “a process of innovation and venture creation through four dimensions, individual, organisation, environment, and process that is aided by collaborating networks in government, education, and institutions”. Erasmus, Strydom & Rundansky-Kloppers (2013:43) define entrepreneurship as “the process of mobilising and risking resources to be used in a business opportunity. Chinomona and Maziriri (2015) look at entrepreneurship as the ability to create and build something new and in the process create value by pulling together unique package of resources to exploit opportunity. Entrepreneurship is the process of creating and building something of value from practically nothing in the middle of uncertainty and risk, and having the determination to succeed against all odds (Botha & Musengi, 2012:24). From the above definitions, entrepreneurship can be summarized as the process involving creativity
and innovation, scanning the environment in order to identify opportunities and to co-ordinate resources to be utilised in the new venture, regardless of whether the business fails or succeeds (Hlaunyane, 2017:11).

An entrepreneur, then, can be seen as a person who is creative, motivated and willing to take calculated risks and who sees challenges as opportunity to create a new successful venture. They are thus people who see a gap in a market and make efforts to fill it. Ifeanyi & Ehiabhi (2011:229) quote World Bank definition of entrepreneur as people who perceive profitable opportunities, are willing to take risks in pursuing them and have the ability to organize a business. An entrepreneur is then a person who comes up with a workable concept, and takes often high risks to do whatever is required to turn the idea into a reality by acquiring a needed set of skills in order to be viable in what they envision. An entrepreneur organises, manages and assumes the risks of business Ifeanyi & Ehiabhi, (2011).

There has been a highly noticeable emergence of female-entrepreneurs and their commitment to the economy lately (Symanowitz, 2015). According to Zulu (2015), there has been 11 percent increase in the number of female-owned businesses in South Africa. Most of the female-owned economic activities are based in the informal sector of the economy both at rural and urban areas. According to Ifeanyi and Ehiabhi (2011: 230), the reasons may be due to the fact that entry to the informal sector is much easier and open to all categories of people. The sector is characterized by reliance on indigenous resources, family ownership, minimal capital, labour-intensity, adapted technology, unregulated and competitive markets, minimum level of education and skills acquired outside the formal educational system (Ifeanyi & Ehiabhi, 2011: 230). The owners can combine their activities with domestic responsibilities to establish most businesses in the informal sector (Ifeanyi & Ehiabhi, 2011: 230). Businesses in this sector includes catering, accommodation, hairdressing, fashion designing, beauty and skin salons, art and craft, and many others.

Although female-entrepreneurs have become important players in the entrepreneurial landscape, it is imperative to clarify who female-entrepreneurs are (Chinomona & Maziriri, 2015). Female-entrepreneurs may be defined as a woman or a group of women who initiates, organises, and operates a business enterprise (Kumar, 2008:48). Anwar & Rashid (2012), define female-entrepreneur as “those women who use their knowledge and resources to develop or create new business opportunities, and are actively involved in managing their businesses and own 50 percent of business and have been in operation for longer than a year”. Female-entrepreneurs start, organise and maintain enterprise under individual ownership and employ workers to carry out entrepreneurial activities (Devi, 2015; Fatoki, 2014:186).

In order investigate the challenges faced by female-entrepreneurs who own bed and breakfasts, it is assumed that there are different motives that drive them. Economic necessities, such as, limited employment options and need for an income can motivate women to start a business. Krishna (2013) puts forward that motivation factors consist of: internal factors, such as work experience, desire to exploit opportunity by being innovative, family history and educational experience and external factors such as government and financial assistance from institutions. Whereas internal factors relate to the personality of an entrepreneur to create a tendency to endorse entrepreneurial activity, external factors provide help and give a gleam to entrepreneurship (Krishna, 2013). According to Kirkwood (2008), Charles and Gherman (2013) and Yu and Yan (2015:195), reasons that motivate women to start a business can be categorised under pull and push factors. Pull factors include an entrepreneur spotting an opportunity; motivation for financial power and success, the need for independence, personal growth, status in the community and self-fulfilment. Push factors are due to among others, need to generate an income, divorces, economic recession,
redundancy, failure to get employment, support from family with additional income (Charles and Gherman, 2013; Yu and Yan, 2015:195). An increasing number of female-entrepreneurs venturing into the tourism and hospitality sector have been hosting visitors, as tourism grows (SAGN, 2007). Female-entrepreneurs in Hospitality and Tourism industry are performing the following roles among others: running B&B’s, working as tour guides, tour operators, providing information centres and supplying products and services to the industry (SAGN, 2007).

According to Kgosiemang (2015), women are starting businesses in record numbers, but they have more obstacles to overcome in their business world than their male counterparts and this can be attributed to certain unique abilities they bring to the business world. The growing number of female-entrepreneurs in businesses, especially in the tourism and hospitality sector, have not been spared the demoralizing structural and other impediments that hinder starting and operating their businesses, especially in Mthatha, hence, this study.

Mwobobia (2012) revealed that access to finance is a problem to women because they need to have collateral. According to (Mwobobia, 2012) in Kenya only 1% of women own property and that makes it very difficult for women to provide collateral for banks. Most women who venture into businesses in the rural areas and need financing lack the needed collateral to enable them secure bank loans. Female-entrepreneurs suffer from inadequate financial resources and working capital because they are not able to acquire external financial assistance due to the absence of tangible security and credit in the market (Chinomona & Moziriri (2015). According to (Kgosiemang, 2015) women and rural black women in particular, have difficulties accessing finance for various reasons, including poverty, limited employment in the formal sector, and cultural barriers to land and property ownership. Access to bank funding is also a challenge for women-owned businesses (Kgosiemang, 2015). This view of Kgosiemang (2015) is a common issue in most countries in sub-Saharan Africa.

Mwobobia, (2012:113) revealed that female-entrepreneurs are discriminated against by bank officials who ignore them in meetings and prefer speaking to their husbands or male business partners. According to Mwobobia (2012:113) some women get so discouraged that they do not bother to seek bank financing and opt to turn instead to informal savings groups. For women in the rural areas, gender stereotyped perception of self, lack of confidence and assertiveness appear to be major barriers (Mwobobia, 2012:115).

According to Mureithi (2012) there are specific laws relating to tourism SMMEs can hinder business growth or prevent new entrants from getting into the sector. These include high costs of zoning or licensing, signage restrictions and labour regulations. International Finance Corporation and the World Bank (IFC, 2014) confirms the above statement by stating that lack of knowledge about the registration process and its requirements is one of the reasons why few women register their business. Women who can afford to register usually hire a lawyer to handle the process for them, but for women without access to financial resources this is not an option (IFC, 2014).

When it comes to female-entrepreneurship, many authorities on entrepreneurship agree that females are more disadvantaged than their male counterparts when it comes to entrepreneurial options and resources. Even though female-entrepreneurs may decide to get involved in the self-employment sector, but then there are barriers that affect the performance of their businesses. Some of the challenges identified include limited access to finance and other financial resources, lack of support structures in business counselling and/or mentoring, balancing business and family responsibilities, legal and regulatory environment, lack of information and assistance negative socio-cultural attitudes, gender discrimination and bias, inadequate training, education and awareness, personal difficulties, access to networks and

Research Methodology

This research followed a mixed method interpretivist philosophy in order to understand the motivations and challenges of bed and breakfast and guesthouse owners who are women, individually and/or as a collective, for which, it is necessary to interpret their social roles. Both deduction and induction research approaches were executed in the study. Existing theory and previous research work were used to help in the planning and designing of the study. The fieldwork was conducted in order to obtain much detailed information about the participants’ opinions, understand and explore participant’s views and experiences. After analysis of results, the findings of the research were put back into the context of other theories and existing research findings. This research implemented explorative research and qualitative inquiry to explore the different dimensions of the problem, and to develop understanding of the research framework. This study was based on grounded theory a research method in which theory is developed from the data, rather than the other way round (Acheampong, 2011; Davidson, 2002). This makes it an inductive approach, meaning that moves from the specific to the more general. It is a method of using empirical data without pre-conceived theories (Thomas and James, 2006). Hence the research participants were the primary source of data and provided information through interviews. They were chosen on the basis of their involvement in BnB and guesthouse operations.

In terms of the empirical level, descriptive information was collected on certain demographic variables of stakeholders involved tourism activities and other information on tourism businesses, in order to examine the theoretical underpinnings in the BnB and guesthouse operations in the tourism industry in Mthatha. From the perspective of the actual level, explanatory-based information was collected from the stakeholders to obtain an understanding of the concrete factors influencing unequal operations in the BnB and guesthouse operations.

Population and sampling aspects of the study

The research instruments used included a mix of semi-structured questionnaires, unstructured interviews and participant observation. The validity and the reliability of any research project depends to a large extent on the appropriateness of the instruments used (Acheampong and Tseane-Gumbi, 2016:4-5). Whatever procedure one uses to collect data, it must be critically examined to check the extent to which it is likely to produce the expected results (Annum, 2015).

According to Aliber, Maharaj, Kirsten, Nhlapo-Hlope, and Nkoane. (2006), the variables that are selected in a study of this nature, in addition to being quantifiable and/or qualitative, should include descriptive and comprehensive performance measurements and sufficient problem indicators to cover the geographical, political, historical, environmental, economic, cultural, and other important dimensions of the issues at stake. Employing several variables or indicators to measure variations in certain social conditions helps to present comprehensive pictures of the situation that can then be subjected to explanation (Acheampong and Tichaawa, 2015). In terms of such a procedure, each of the selected variables is therefore expected to constitute a meaningful indicator of the condition to be analysed. Since the study focused on female-entrepreneurs, purposive snowballing technique was used to target 10 female owners of B&B and Guesthouses in Mthatha in the King Sabata Dalindyebo Local
Municipality (Hlaunyane, 2016). Face-to-face, in-depth and semi-structured survey and interview guide were employed to collect the primary data.

The Interview schedule was developed on the basis of the literature review in order to provide guidance and to ensure consistency throughout the interview process. Data was sought on the following: biographic profile that included age, marital status, educational background and type of establishment; motivation to get into this sector; challenges, including impacts on business and overcoming those challenges; and possible advice to prospective entrepreneurs. Thematic analysis was used to analyse data in order to identify similarities and differences in challenges facing female-entrepreneurs who own B&B and Guesthouses in Mthatha. The data was transcribed manually in order to ensure accurate and relevant analysis. The study used trustworthiness and authenticity as the method of evaluating qualitative data compiled.

Findings and discussion

Biographic data obtained from the female-entrepreneurs

Data collected on the biographic profile of the ten female respondents, in terms of gender, age, marital status, educational level, occupation and type of establishments they operate, found that they ranged in age between 35 and 64 years old. About 40 percent of respondents were between the age group of 55-64; another 40 percent belong to the age group of 45-54; and only two (20%) were below 40 years. The results shows that majority of female participants who are entrepreneurs are above 30 years. This is because these females have been involved in some economic activity before getting involved in this accommodation business. The motivation that drove them into this business and their cumulative experience have made them savvier than younger women.

In response to their marital status, 50 percent indicated they were single; 30 percent were married; and 10 percent each were either divorced or widowed. The reason for this question is to establish the marital status of respondents, in order to find out if there is a connection between the marital status of the women and their decision to be self-employed. The results show that half of the respondents who are entrepreneurs are single and these results contradicts the view of Yusuf, Olagbemi & Atere (2011:8) that married women work harder in managing businesses because of social, financial and psychological support than single, divorced or widowed individuals.

In terms of the level of education, about 40 percent of the respondents were educated up to postgraduate; another 40 percent undergraduate; and only 20 percent are educated up to high school level. However, none of the ten respondents has had education and training in tourism and hospitality. The respondents’ educational backgrounds ranged from teacher education, health and general work. In terms of previous work experience, the respondents had been in education, health and general workers. This indicates that educational background in the tourism and hospitality sector does not determine success in running a business in the sector. The study revealed that even though female-entrepreneurs do not have educational background in tourism and hospitality industry, good academic background makes women to be confident when dealing with problems in business is an effective manner (Sharma, 2016).

Information obtained on the type of establishments owned by these female-entrepreneurs revealed that 60 percent of the respondents owned bed and breakfast establishments and the remaining 40 percent owned guesthouses in Mthatha. This means most female-entrepreneurs in Mthatha own bed and breakfast establishments with an average of nine rooms each.
Respondents were asked to indicate what motivated them to start their own businesses as female-entrepreneurs in the tourism and hospitality sector. Different views were mentioned as the motivating factors, namely: better income, independence, job satisfaction, retirement, opportunity in the market, and flexibility. About 100 percent of the respondents interviewed revealed the need for better income in order to provide for their families. They needed to get into this business so that they will be able to supplement their monthly income to meet their economic needs. This confirms the views of Yu & Yan (2015:195) that women start businesses because they have economic necessity. They also believe that economic reasons necessitate women to seek other employment options and they end up being pushed into entrepreneurship ventures which are of course, risky in volatile markets such as those of developing nations. Henning (2007:3) describe economic reasons for going into business as a simple way of earning money and/or additional income.

On the question of independence, 70 percent of the female entrepreneurs revealed that the attempt to become business owners was to be self-employed, have their own businesses, and be independent to make their own decisions and take control of their lives. Akhalwaya & Havenga, (2012:13) believe female-entrepreneurs are motivated to start their businesses because they need to be independent, economically self-sufficient and be successful in their ventures.

About 30 percent of the female entrepreneurs indicated the constant system changes and the uncertainties within the public sector as their reasons for quitting their jobs to venture into their own businesses within the tourism and hospitality sector. About 10 percent of the respondents indicated frustration and demotivation with new operating systems in the government departments as reasons for their resignation. Twenty percent of other respondents with only high school qualification, and were just general workers as clerks and cleaners, quit their jobs to be their own bosses. According to Prathamesh (2013) job dissatisfaction is one of the driving forces for female entrepreneurs to be self-employed. It occurs when there is negative attitude of employees towards their jobs. Thurink & Dejardin (2012:180) highlight that job dissatisfaction is one of the most important predictors of job mobility and that is why various kinds of dissatisfaction are conductive to job mobility and the propensity to become self-employed.

About 40 percent of the respondents revealed that they had retired and could not stay at home and not be economically active when they had the passion to host other people, hence, the desire to start a bed and breakfast business. They, therefore, took their retirement as a great opportunity to venture into business and to supplement their meagre retirement income. The other 60 percent of the respondents saw a real business opportunity to venture into this sector because accommodation was woefully inadequate for the large number of visitors and business people who either come to or pass through Mthatha, a major administrative centre for the northern regions of the Eastern Cape Province. Consequent to limited hotels and other accommodation units, most of the visitors and business people prefer to come for a day’s business and go back, and visitors prefer to pass through to East London, a metropolitan city, only 260 kilometres away, with diverse offerings in the hospitality sector. Iwu & Nxopo (2015), and Hlanyane (2012) agree that female-entrepreneurs choose to become entrepreneurs because of the opportunities that are available such as lack of accommodation. According to Nieman & Niewenhuizen (2009:9), an entrepreneur is a person who sees an opportunity in the market, gather resources, creates and grows a business venture. An entrepreneur is responsible for scanning the business environment for unexploited opportunities (Nieman & Niewenhuizen, 2009:20), and takes initiative to exploit them (Barrow, 1993:14).
The findings revealed that respondents with dependents preferred to work in an environment where there is flexibility in working hours and schedules. However, they felt that working for someone in such an environment, whether in the public or private sector was a Shangri-La, except in one’s own business. All the respondents were unanimous that running their own businesses offered them flexible and stress-free working hours. Running their own businesses from the comfort of their homes offers them immense opportunity and flexibility to adapt their work schedules to suit their domestic and family responsibilities. Female-entrepreneurs enjoy flexibility in their businesses because it allows them to organise their businesses around their personal obligations of looking after their family (Maas & Herrington, 2007). Achieving a balance between home and work is a strong motivation for female business owners (Kirkwood & Tootell, 2008). Flexibility allows female-entrepreneurs to use their time to see to their businesses as well as to involve themselves in other activities such as networking and leisure (Akhalwaya & Havenga, 2012:13).

Challenges facing female-entrepreneurs

The female-entrepreneurs were asked to identify the challenges they faced in the hospitality industry in Mthatha. Some of the challenges identified included sources of capital and limited access to finance, infrastructure such as electricity water and roads, and balancing work and family life, seasonality, poor customer service, corruption/bribery, inability to network and lack of skills development initiatives and mentorship as some of the challenges they faced. Sources of capital and lack of access to finance, topped the debilitating problems facing female-entrepreneurs, in view of the competitive nature of the industry and the huge cost implications. To start the business, grow and expand that business and maintain the property has huge cost implications in addition to running costs. About 80 percent of the female-entrepreneurs highlighted that they used their personal and family savings, as their source of capital. All the 80 percent realized that such sources were inadequate and had to approach relatives and friends for financial support. They relied on the personal and family savings, instead of considering the banks for financial assistance because of their stringent loan requirements and interest rates.

Infrastructure challenges such as electricity, water and roads featured prominently in the responses obtained. This is actually a major problem for all businesses and residents of this city. All participants unanimously voiced out the frequency of power outages and water as their biggest challenge in operating their businesses. Mthatha and the surrounding area is notorious for frequent power blackouts and water shortages due to municipal inability to service residents adequately. The city can be without electricity and water for hours and days without any explanation from the municipality. Telephone calls to the Customer Service Department of the Municipality can go on for hours unanswered. This regular power and water outages result in close of business for hours or days creating a negative impact on businesses - low productivity, damage to electrical appliances and drastic increase in operating costs. Another related challenge mentioned by all the female entrepreneurs was poor service from municipality, shockingly high electricity costs and mismanagement of municipal bills by the service provider, UMTIZA, a local private utility company responsible for electricity distribution in Mthatha. This maladministration of utilities is seriously depreciating the meagre investments they are making in their businesses. The state of major roads into the city and conditions of the streets were cited by these female-entrepreneurs as a major challenge to their businesses. They reasoned that poor road conditions make it difficult for clients to reach their businesses. Most of the streets are seriously potholed and thus dangerous and resulting in vehicular and pedestrian hazards. Poor quality of infrastructure development within the small business environment damages the growth and expansion of all business programmes (Agbenyegah, 2013:213).
The respondents unanimously acknowledged their distress of striking a balance between family and business life as their major challenge. They reckon it is very difficult to run their businesses and be involved in family responsibilities since they have had to work on weekends and holidays. This creates conflicts between them and their spouses, especially the married ones, and they are usually seen to be shirking their family responsibilities. About 80 percent of them have had to send their children, some as young as seven years old, to boarding schools because they are unable to help them with their school work, projects and school events, due to time constraints. About 60 percent of the respondents talked of limited time in attending formal business meetings, workshops and trainings, where they could network with their contemporaries because the limited time available has to be shared between family and business. Most female-entrepreneurs operate on a small scale, and are generally not members of any professional organizations or other networks, which makes it difficult for them to access information. Most of the existing networks are exclusively male-dominated and sometimes not particularly welcoming to females. Even when a female does venture into these networks, her task is often more difficult because most network activities take place after regular working hours. Lack of networking deprives women of awareness and exposure to good role models (Wube, 2010:29). They, therefore, believe they are losing out greatly on the benefits that flow from business networking. In response to the situation, Stander (2011:40) defines work-family conflict as a form of inter-role conflict arising because of pressures emanating from one role that was incompatible with those from another role. They are affected by pressures of being perfect mothers and successful female-entrepreneurs at the same time (Keating, 2012).

The respondents complained about the seasonality of the industry as a challenge in their business performances. During the holiday season, the city receives a lot domestic and international visitors who come on vacation to visit friends and relatives and to experience the diverse tourism products the Wild Coast region has to offer. It is during this time that demand for accommodation is at premium. Bowie & Buttle (2011:25) define seasonality as the fluctuations in demand at any given period. They highlighted that seasonality affects them economically, in that they lose profits since tourism and hospitality businesses depend on tourists and visitors into the area. The demand for accommodation in B&Bs or guesthouses is contingent on season, time and the activity. The best period for visitors and business people to the area is in the middle of the week for business activities, and during the peak holiday season of Christmas and New Year in summer, Easter and during local events. Outside these periods, business can be very slow, and they can go for weeks without any bookings and that seriously affects the business revenue.

Poor customer service and bribery and corruption endemic in government institutions was mentioned as a challenge by 60 percent of the respondents. They revealed that they are not satisfied with service from government institutions. They mentioned that dealing with government institutions is very stressful due to poor customer service, the fact that the wheels of government processes turn too slowly for services such as registering a businesses and the fact that bribery and corruption is rife. They complained that unnecessary bottlenecks are placed in their way for very simple service and you need to “do something” to get the service you want. Some respondents, about 30 percent, lamented that they have been made to submit same documents on three occasions because what was initially submitted could not be traced. With reference to bribery and corruption, respondents unanimously recalled that one needed to know people in high places or be known in the right platforms in order to do business with public institutions. In some instances, desperate people have had to compromise on personal principles and yield to certain favours in order to get what they are looking for. Public officials have dealings with certain accommodation establishments and prefer to book accommodation with such establishments for their out-of-town officials, for a cut in the revenue accruing to the
owners. Financial support and grants offered by government to support needy small-scale business owners are given to people who are able to pay bribes or are known in the correct government circles. Poor customer service due to bureaucratic nature of government operations and ignorance on the part of public officials, have been identified by Blem (2009:10) as demotivating factors affecting female-entrepreneurs in starting their own businesses.

Considering skills development and mentorship initiatives, all respondents are educated but do not have any formal qualification in any tourism and hospitality skills development programmes. That has negatively impacted on the management and performance of their businesses. Respondents were asked if workshops, seminars and courses on managing their businesses are currently being offered on tourism and hospitality.

Over 50 percent of the respondents claimed to have attended such programmes and do agree that such remedial programmes are of great assistance to someone operating in this dynamic industry that tries to satisfy the needs and wishes of their clientele. The rest of the respondents were not sure of the benefits of such training programmes because they have never attended such programmes. Even if offered, they could not afford the costs of such training usually provided by the private sector. They could also not afford the time away from their businesses and family responsibilities to attend week-long programmes. On the question of mentorship, 80 percent of respondents had not had any experience, either from the public or the private sector. As a result it is difficult to maintain standard of their businesses performance. Only 20 percent have had some informal engagement with some BnB and guesthouse operators.

All the challenges described above have had debilitating effect on the business operations of over 80 percent of these female-entrepreneurs operating in Mthatha, and as a result some of the businesses are limping. Incidentally, it has never crossed the minds of the respondents to throw in the towel. They seem to enjoy it and are determined to continue with their operations, in the knowledge that with proper support and guidance they believe they can make it. In view of their optimism, they were asked to indicate how they hope to overcome these challenges if they were given an opportunity. A plethora of views were expressed by these female-entrepreneurs in anticipation to building solid empires in the tourism and hospitality industry.

**Overcoming the challenges**

To overcome some of these challenges the female-entrepreneurs faced in the performance of their businesses, a plethora of ideas were shared. On the chronic electricity supply problem, these female-entrepreneurs have resorted to acquisition of power generators to stabilize electricity supply. This has drastically reduced the frequent power outages, with its concomitant destruction of electrical appliances, to ensure an uninterrupted business operation. Most of the female-entrepreneurs have been dependent on their personal savings to finance their businesses, while others borrowed from friends and relatives. Some even go to the extent of paying bribes in any form to access public funding for their business requirements. In terms of balancing work with family responsibilities, dependence on family and friends, strict time management, delegation of duties, self-discipline, assertiveness, persistence, ambition and determination, were some of the coping mechanism used by most female-entrepreneurs. Most of them found networking as highly beneficial in the overall performance of their businesses. It empowered them on latest information and developments in the industry, as well as marketing their businesses and communicating with their clients.

On the seasonality problem of the industry, some female-entrepreneurs have resorted to keeping a skeletal staff, while using part-time staff. Others even use tourism and hospitality students from the nearby university for experiential and internship training, instead of hiring.
full-time employees. This has helped tremendously in stabilising revenue generation and growth in business.

**Conclusion and recommendations**

The accommodation sector of the tourism and hospitality industry has become a very sore point in the promotion of tourism in Mthatha, the administrative centre of Oliver Reginald Tambo District and King Sabata Dalindyebo Local Municipalities, as alluded to elsewhere in this article. In view of the considerable benefits tourism makes to the economy of Eastern Cape and South Africa, as whole, a lot of work is required in Mthatha, if the city does not want to be player but a spectator. It is for this reason that the two municipalities need to create conducive atmosphere by providing the requisite infrastructure for entrepreneurship within the tourism and hospitality industry. Female-entrepreneurs must be encouraged in the same vein as the male counterparts. Unnecessary bottlenecks that tend to thwart the efforts of these female-entrepreneurs and the hostility they encounter in accessing certain public services must be obliterated in the business landscape.

It is recommended that female-entrepreneurs must have positive attitude for success and should not be intimidated by their male counterparts. With a positive outlook and an appetite for success, there is no way they can give up on their dreams because of some obstacles confronting them. Female-entrepreneurs should be prepared to take calculated risks in order to make use of the opportunities identified in the business environment (Nieman & Niewenhuizen, 2009:15). They should be able to prepare a good business plan to clarify the purpose and direction of the business and to understand what needs to be done and to create future vision. Female-entrepreneur should be innovative and creative in order to increase their chances of success, through market research, to know the needs and requirements of their target market. They should know their competitors and what can be done to outsmart those competitors, by determining the competitive advantage and differentiating it from other businesses (Nieman & Niewenhuizen, 2009:20). An entrepreneur should offer quality products and services, in line with pricing, to be competitive in business.

Financial institutions should offer reasonable interest rates for female-entrepreneurs with the view of broadening their clientele base and developing productivity. Credits should be accessed based on business potential, not past reputation alone. They should allow women to use their movable assets as security for financing. Banks should create partnerships and build better relationships with potential female clients. Government should create awareness of the contribution of female-owned businesses to the national economy. Government must also offer proficiency training programs or other capacity building courses to teach women about financial products and services. Government should strengthen and extend budgetary base with credit departments and insurance bureaus to help women establish their credit worth so that they can reduce the cost of making loans. Government should encourage banks to give loans to women through programmes such as credit subsidies and limited credit guarantee programs (Chinomona & Moziriri (2015). Female-entrepreneurs need to be in the communication loop for training opportunities through seminars and adverts on social media to develop linkages with their counterparts elsewhere. Public officials should be more friendly and available for service to all people and refrain from bribery and corruption. Female-entrepreneurs should be encouraged to be whistle-blowers in event of bribery and corruption.

Female-entrepreneurs should also encourage local tourism stakeholders to broaden off-season markets by providing products and activities such as festivals and conferences during the off-peak season. The problem of physical emotional and psychological issues affecting the well-being of female-entrepreneurs in combining entrepreneurship with family responsibilities, is a thorny one. This can be addressed by capacity developers through
information, preparing and advising on time management and strategies for managing stress. It is recommended that this should be placed on the agenda of capacity development organizations for long-term arrangements that include bringing awareness and engaging men in the discussion on how women’s time constraints affect their ability to become successful entrepreneurs.

The purpose of the article was to investigate the challenges faced by female-entrepreneurs in tourism and hospitality industry in Mtatha, in the King Sabata Dalindyebo Local Municipality. From the results discussed above, it can be concluded that female-entrepreneurs face a lot of challenges in the performance of their businesses in the accommodation sector of the tourism and hospitality industry. Recommendations on how to overcome these challenges in order to increase performance of female-entrepreneurs businesses have thus been highlighted.
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